LIST OF SYMBOLS

\(;b;\) as in \(/bahr\)run/ 'a sea'

\(;m;\) as in \(/ma:bu\)n/ 'a water'

\(;w;\) as in \(/wa:du\)n/ 'a valley'

\(;f;\) as in \(/fa:ru\)n/ 'a mouse'

\(;\theta;\) as in \(/\thetaa:w\)bun/ 'a garment'

\(;\j;\) as in \(/\jay\)lun/ 'a tail'

\(;t;\) as in \(/ta:jri\)batun/ 'an experiment'

\(;d;\) as in \(/da:ru\)n/ 'a lesson'

\(;\l;\) as in \(/\la:a\)libun/ 'a student'

\(;\\check{g};\) as in \(/\dala:m\)un/ 'darkness'

\(;s;\) as in \(/sa:bu\)n/ 'a tourist'

\(;z;\) as in \(/za:bu\)n/ 'a visitor'

\(;\varepsilon;\) as in \(/\varepsilona\)di:qun/ 'a friend'

\(;\z;\) as in \(/\za:m\)i:ru\)n/ 'a conscience'

\(;k;\) as in \(/ki\)ta:bun/ 'a book'

\(;q;\) as in \(/qamar\)un/ 'a moon'

\(;h;\) as in \(/ha\)ri:ru\)n/ 'Silk'

\(;x;\) as in \(/\xa:y\)matun/ 'a tent'

\(;\varepsilon;\) as in \(/\varepsilona\)ny\)yun/ 'rich'

\(;\varepsilon;\) as in \(/\varepsiloni\)na\)bun/ 'grape'

\(;\xi;\) as in \(/\xiub\)ba:kun/ 'a window'

\(;h;\) as in \(/hamm\)un/ 'a sorrow'

\(;y;\) as in \(/yaw\)mun/ 'a day'
\( \text{\textbackslash{}n!} \) as in /\textipa{na:run/} 'a fire'

\( \text{\textbackslash{}l!} \) as in /\textipa{laylun/} 'a night'

\( \text{\textbackslash{}r!} \) as in /\textipa{ru:\textipa{hun/} 'a soul'

\( \text{\textbackslash{}j!} \) as in /\textipa{jadi:dun/} 'a new'

\( \text{\textbackslash{?}!} \) as in /\textipa{?ami:run/} 'a prince'

\( \text{\textbackslash{}a!} \) as in /\textipa{kalbun/} 'a dog'

\( \text{\textbackslash{a}:!} \) as in /\textipa{ka:na/} 'he was'

\( \text{\textbackslash{}i!} \) as in /\textipa{bintun/} 'a girl'

\( \text{\textbackslash{i}:!} \) as in /\textipa{g\textipa{a}yi:run/} 'a small'

\( \text{\textbackslash{}ay!} \) as in /\textipa{baytun/} 'a house'

\( \text{\textbackslash{}aw!} \) as in /\textipa{qawlun/} 'a saying'

// Phonemic transcription

- Emphatic sign